### Tuesday, September 6 - Campus Wide Orientation.
Please see the following link for the Tuesday Agenda: [https://uwaterloo.ca/orientation/graduate-students](https://uwaterloo.ca/orientation/graduate-students)

### Wednesday, September 7
**9:30-12:00 M3 1006 - Faculty of Mathematics General Orientation**
Starting promptly with registration at 9:30, this session is compulsory for all new graduate students in the Faculty of Mathematics.

CS graduate students who arrived in January 2016 and May 2016 are encouraged to attend.

**12:00 Noon M3 1006 - Pizza Luncheon**
For those who attended the Faculty of Mathematics General Orientation.

**12:30-2:30 DC 1302 - TA Orientation**
Compulsory for all TA’s assigned to 1st and 2nd year courses as well as CS 350.
Meet with course personnel, find out about the course content and structure and the nature of your duties. Organized by the Instructional Support Group.

**3:00-4:30 pm. DC 1302 - General Information Session**
Mark Giesbrecht, Director of the David R. Cheriton School of Computer Science, Ian Goldberg, Director for Graduate Studies; Margaret Towell, Administrative Coordinator for Graduate Studies; and Richard Trefler, one of the Graduate Advocates, School of Computer Science, will speak to the new students. The CS GSA representative will also talk about being a graduate student from a student’s perspective.

### Thursday, September 8
**9:00-12:00 DC 1302 - Grad Courses (Session 1 of 2)**
(All Graduate Students welcome)
Faculty who will be teaching 700- and 800-level graduate courses in the Fall 2016 and Winter 2017 terms will give a brief overview of the courses. Organized by Ian Goldberg, Director for Graduate Studies.

**1:00-3:00 DC 1302 - Grad Courses (Session 2 of 2)**
(All Graduate Students welcome)
Faculty who will be teaching the 700- and 800-level grad courses in the Fall 2016 and Winter 2017 terms will give a brief overview of the courses. Organized by Ian Goldberg, Director for Graduate Studies.
Friday, September 9
2:30 p.m. Fishbowl (DC1301) Refreshments with Current Students and Faculty Members / 2015-2016 Annual TA Awards
Current graduate students and faculty will be in DC 1301 starting at 2:30 p.m. to discuss any questions you may have. Staff from the SCS Graduate Office will also be available to answer questions.

Presentation of the 2015-2016 TA awards for the Fall 2015, Winter 2016 and Spring 2016 terms to current graduate students who have done an exceptional TA assignment over the past year, will take place during this time.

Tour of School of Computer Science and Campus TBA
Current graduate students will take the new students on a tour of the School of Computer Science as well as a tour of campus, starting with sites of interest in Davis Centre (DC) and Math & Computing (MC).

Friday, September 16
5:00 p.m. - Grad BBQ Picnic
Friday September 16 on the M3 Atrium at 5pm until dark (food will be served at 5:30).

TBA Information Session for Students in the Coursework Option only
All new students in the MMath coursework option are invited to join Professor Jeff Orchard for a Q & A and advising session. Get advice regarding course selection and answers to your questions about the coursework MMath program.